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Bush's commitment to combating climate change is questioned 

State of the Union speech thin on climate, energy details
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In urging the nation this week to break new ground in the search for "environmentally sensitive" fuel sources, President
Bush devoted just one phrase in his 49-minute State of the Union address to heading off global climate change. 

That starkly illustrates the lack of concrete proposals by Bush -- either in his Tuesday night speech or in an energy talk he
gave Wednesday at a DuPont plant in Delaware -- to reduce planet-warming pollutants, said politicians, environmentalists
and analysts working on the issue.

Doubtful that the White House will exert the climate-change leadership advocated this week by heads of businesses such
as General Electric and Alcoa, Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels joins dozens of other mayors today in Washington, D.C., to
lobby Congress for action.

"It was very nice to hear the president use the term 'global climate change,' " Nickels said Wednesday, "but I'm a skeptic
about the commitment of this administration." 

The U.S. Conference of Mayors is pushing for new policies to combat global warming. It wants a mandatory 80 percent
reduction by midcentury in emissions of carbon dioxide, the most plentiful greenhouse gas. To do it, the mayors are
pushing a system of tradable credits to reduce carbon dioxide to ease the economic pain such limits would cause.

And the mayors would like more federal money to help cities cut emissions.

In six consecutive State of the Union speeches, Bush raised the energy-security issue. Yet, the nation's petroleum imports
rose from 58 percent of consumption to 68 percent between his election in 2000 and last year. 

Bush's proposal this week to increase the use of alternative fuels, such as ethanol, would not reduce current oil use.
Instead, it would seek to keep oil use from increasing with population growth by substituting alternatives.

In both speeches this week, Bush focused on the political and economic downsides of what he last year termed the nation's
"addiction to oil." He raised the possibility of sky-high gas prices if terrorists damage the petroleum-delivery system
overseas.

After his one-phrase mention of climate change Tuesday night, Bush touched on the theme a few more times Wednesday in
Delaware -- but offered few specifics about how his policies would address the climate issue. 

"My question is: Where are the policies that are going to promote that in real life?" asked Vicki Arroyo, a policy analysis
director at the Pew Center on Global Climate Change. 

"Why aren't they listening to all those CEOs, those evangelical Christians, Tony Blair and all the rest of us? ... I'm
underwhelmed."

Bush's proposals include: 

• Increasing the use of alternative fuels. 

By 2012, according to law, fuel companies must use 7.5 billion gallons of renewable fuels. Bush would require 35
billion gallons by 2017. 

"My God, that's huge," said Rick Gustafson, a forest resources professor at the University of Washington and a
biofuels expert. "That's a lot more." 



The administration has been focused on ethanol, which requires significant amounts of energy to produce and
creates only a little less carbon dioxide than gasoline when burned. The question is: Will Bush push low-CO2

fuels? He didn't say.

Technology is being developed to produce large amounts of ethanol from more energy-efficient and less-polluting
sources, such as corn stalks, wheat straw and wood waste. 

To increase production on the scale proposed by Bush, "he's got to put a lot of money into it to do a lot of
research," Gustafson said. 

• Allowing the administration to increase fuel-efficiency goals for cars and trucks by 4 percent -- roughly 1 mpg --
per year. 

This would save 8.5 billion gallons annually by 2017, or 5 percent of the projected use. However, Bush warned
Congress away from making such a goal mandatory -- leading critics to doubt his sincerity.

• Increasing domestic oil production "in environmentally sensitive ways" and salting more away for a
terrorism-challenged day. 

• Boosting wind and solar use -- but few specifics. 

• Increasing reliance on nuclear power, which now produces about one-fifth of the nation's electricity. 

With the exception of nuclear energy, Bush's strategy is very light on how to reduce the two-thirds of U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions that come from producing electricity. It's mostly focused on fuel used for transportation
-- the other one-third of the problem.

In contrast, the environmental group Greenpeace released a study Wednesday that argues that conservation, along
with renewable energy sources such as solar and wind energy, could replace 80 percent of U.S. electricity
generation by midcentury.

Bush's plan, environmentalists said, sets the nation on a much less ambitious course.

Environmentalists expressed skepticism, in part because they have tussled for so long with the federal government to
encourage cuts in fuel use and greenhouse gases.

For example, just last year, the Center for Biological Diversity won a court ruling forcing the Bush administration to
comply with a law designed to reduce dependence on foreign oil and cut air pollution by requiring 75 percent of the
government auto fleet to be powered by such non-petroleum fuels as natural gas or electricity.

The government admitted violating that law -- the Energy Policy Act of 1992, passed in the wake of the Persian Gulf War. 

It was signed by Bush's father.

P-I reporter Robert McClure can be reached at 206-448-8092 or robertmcclure@seattlepi.com.
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